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Abstract— Multiple URLs belonging to the same purpose can become cumbersome to display, share, and handle. 

In this paper we describe MergeURL, an n-tier application to merge and shorten multiple URLs instantly 

overcoming the barriers of authentication and registration process while not compromising with security and 

resistance to data redundancy.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is a reference to a resource on the internet and a mechanism to retrieve it. URLs 

are for file transfer, email, and other such services but are mostly used to reference web pages. Sharing a resource or 

multiple similar resources on the internet needs the sharing of one or more URLs referencing the resources. URLs 

can become long and cluttered on platforms when shared and/or displayed. Some platforms such as Twitter impose 

restrictions on the number of characters so sharing such a list of URLs on similar platforms is another challenge. 

URL shortening is a technique in which a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) may be made substantially shorter and 

redirected to the required page [1]. The main advantage of a short link is that it is short, looks neat and clean, and 

can easily be communicated, shared, and entered without error. To a very limited extent, it may obscure the 

destination of the URL, though easily discoverable; this may be advantageous, disadvantageous, or irrelevant. For 

shortening one URL, there are many top-tier branded services which provide their extensive services but for 

shortening multiple URLs in one go, there exist only a few and all of them, share similar drawbacks; security, 

barriers of user registration and authentication before using the service, no strict privacy policy whether the user data 

is sold to third-parties, no feasibility and possibility of data redundancy. When we reached out to the enthusiasts in 

this domain, the majority outlined that it would be good to have a service that enables them to share multiple URLs 

in one go that is secure, instant to use, and has a strict privacy policy.  

MergeURL is developed keeping all these points in view. It enables users to merge and shorten long URLs to a 

single short URL instantly while overcoming the barriers of authentication and registration process. On the other 

hand, it enforces security, sustainability, resistance to data redundancy, better accessibility, and privacy. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

A. URL shortening services such as Bitly and TinyURL 

URL shortening services give wide range features serving personal and business use cases. A single long URL is 

provided to the service and a shortened URL is generated [2]. The disadvantage is where only one long URL is 

shortened and not applicable to generating a single short URL referencing multiple long URLs. Also shortening the 

same URL gives different short URLs at each time thereby causing data redundancy in the database. Redirection is 

the only activity associated with the short URL, giving the user no option to view the original URL before accessing 

it which might lead to malicious or spam web pages. 

 

B. Linktree 

Linktree is a social media reference landing page where only one dedicated URL is provided per registered user to 

reference all the URLs. Disadvantages could be, it needs user registration, not an easy to go or an instant service, 

only one URL is provided for all the URLs lacking classification and does not fit for all purposes as it is meant for 

social media marketing. 

 

C. ManyLink.co 

ManyLink provides a single URL similar to Linktree service that again needs user registration. This service holds 

the same drawbacks as privacy, only one short URL per user, and not meant for all purposes. 

 

D. BridgeURL 
BridgeURL takes multiple URLs and provides a single short URL without a need for user authentication. This 

service has disadvantages such as URLs loaded in iFrames instead of revealing them or opening them in separate 

tabs. Most of the websites have security headers to restrict their usage in iFrames, therefore, making the service less 

useful. 

 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE 

A. Client 

The web client takes up a minimalist and precise design enabling the user to adopt the service. It is highly 

responsive and adapts itself to various screen dimensions shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2. It is developed using React.js 

and JavaScript for its fast rendering performance, object-oriented paradigm, and broad package support through the 

node package manager. The client takes a list of long URLs that passed through various checks; URL architecture 

validity, URL duplication, and prevention of an existing MergeURL short link to protect from recursive use of 

service by repetitively inputting the resulting short URLs back into the service resulting into an infinite loop. The 

web client communicates with the API server for merge and shortening operations. The unique ID received from the 

server upon merge and shorten operations are displayed to the user in the form usable short URLs and a QR code. 

The two variants; view and open are implemented at the client-side. The view variant of the short URL shows the list 

of URLs on the web client where the user can selectively open the links. The open variant of the short URL opens 

the first URL as redirection and other URLs as pop-ups. This one-of-a-kind feature makes MergeURL more feasible 

even for shortening one URL as it gives them the freedom to open URLs based on their choice, furthermore, 

decreases the chances of the end-user opening up irrelevant and insecure links. 
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Fig. 1  Desktop view of the web client 

 

Fig. 2  Mobile view of the web client 
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B. Server 

Server exposes an API which can be used to generate an unique ID for the list of URLs and/or fetch a list of URLs 

when a valid unique ID is provided. It is written in python for its good package support (PyPi), object oriented 

nature, portability and better maintainability. Fig 3 shows the various components involved in the server. Fig 4 

shows the complete MergeURL client-server architecture which was adopted. Multiple web clients are connected to 

a central server which processes the requests. The server has the capability to handle concurrent requests with the 

help of web server gateway interface [3] which spins up workers to handle multiple requests at a time. 

 

Fig. 3  Various components involved in the server 

 

Fig. 4  Client-Server  architecture 

C. URL Architecture 
Similar to various URL shorteners but comes with an extra route for providing two variants of the service, to open or 

view the URLs. Short URL follows the structure:  

http://<host name>/<action name>/<unique id>  

MergeURL provides view and open actions on the list of URLs. /o/ route will open the first URL as a redirection 

and remaining URLs as pop-ups. /v/ route will display the list of URLs on the MergeURL web client where the user 

has the freedom to choose which one to open. 

D. Unique ID Generation 
MergeURL uses a unique ID which will be part of the short URL to fetch the associated list of URLs. Unique IDs 

are generated with the help of a counter which provides values by incrementing itself thereby ensuring collision 

resistance. Counter value is encoded using Algorithm 1 which uses specific characters in particular, making it 

difficult to decode, URL safe and less ambiguous. 
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E. Redundancy 
There are two notable redundancies possible, the same URL can be provided more than once in the list and the same 

set of URLs can be provided again to the service for merge and shortening. MergeURL server and web client have 

layers to handle these two forms of redundancies before merging the given list of URLs. At web clients, the first 

type of redundancy is handled by checking the URLs dynamically when they are being added. When a duplicate 

URL is encountered, the user is notified. At the server, Algorithm 2 is followed to handle duplicates in the list of 

URLs, if any. As per Algorithm 3, all the URLs are sorted and combined to a single string, and then hashing is done 

using the SHA256 algorithm. Finally the key is used as document _id  in MongoDB. Utilizing the information [4] 

that same string would always get the same hash key when processed through the same hashing algorithm, This 

potentially helps in retrieving the same hash key for the same list of URLs irrespective of their order, thereby not 

creating a duplicate document with the same index. 
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F. Sustainability 
The service is considered to be exhausted when it fails to give unique IDs of a particular length anymore. 

MergeURL uses an encoding algorithm as mentioned in Algorithm 1 which uses a base system containing 60 

different characters. From Fig 5 we can see that the increase in the number of unique IDs with length of the unique 

ID is exponential. Considering the unique ID can be 6 characters long, each character can be in 60 ways resulting in 

about 60
6
 combinations. Hence MergeURL can generate about 47 billion unique IDs with a unique ID length of 6 

characters. 

 

 

Fig. 5  A line graph showing how number of unique IDs increase with unique ID length based on the encoding algorithm 

G. Accessibility 
Though MergeURL provides a short URL reference to the list of URLs, there could be scenarios where sharing the 

URL offline and/or from device to device where a user usually needs to write down the URL to use it would be 

tedious. In this age of technological advancements, most of the smart devices come with QR Code decoders [5], 

utilizing this fact enhances accessibility in such cases, therefore, MergeURL provides along with the short URLs, a 

QR Code, when decoded, would lead to a view variant of the service showing all the associated URLs on the web 

client. 

H. Security 
Whenever the user uses the service to merge a list of URLs, MergeURL stores a tuple (IP Address, count, expiry 

timestamp) in the database. This is used to limit a user activity for a particular time frame, thereby contributing to 

security layers. A background scheduler as shown in Fig 3 is part of the server which executes periodically deletes 

the tuples which have expired thereby lifting off restrictions on a particular IP Address.  

Many URLs can be generated and kept unused which results in spamming. MergeURL enforces a garbage collection 

methodology where a background scheduler as shown in Fig 3 is part of the server executed periodically to delete 

short URLs that were unused for a long time and such related data from the database.  

One of the most common threats could be sharing multiple malicious or spam URLs in a hidden way through 

MergeURL service. We have provided a view action route /v/ which will display the list of URLs where the user can 

visually examine and selectively open URLs ensuring safety [6]. Also, only view variant URLs are encoded into a 

QR code keeping such security issues into consideration.  

I. Privacy 
MergeURL being an instant service, does not require any user registration, thereby not storing any personal data in 

the database. However, the IP Address of the user is stored for a short period to limit the overuse of the service for a 

particular time. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the work on building an n-tier application to solve the problem of sharing and displaying 

multiple long URLs in character count restricted platforms and other mediums replacing them with a single short 

reference URL while holding multiple benefits. The application adopts various algorithms and methodologies to 

enforce security, sustainability, resistance to data redundancy, better accessibility, and privacy. Provides easy and 

instant service to the end-user by overcoming the barriers of user authentication and registration. The average time 

taken for the server to respond to a client is 0.015 seconds and can handle concurrent requests making the system 

production-ready. 
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